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Important 

Equality Act 2010 

 

 

 

In operating this Policy/Procedure it is very important to ensure compliance with 

discrimination law which is now consolidated within the Equality Act 2010. 

 

It is unlawful for a school to discriminate against a pupil by treating them unfavourably 

because of their disability. 

 

The school is expected to make reasonable adjustments.  The ’test of reasonableness’ 

should be applied in each situation where a reasonable adjustment may need to be 

made.   

 

In some instances, it may be justified not to make a proposed reasonable adjustment to 

resolve a situation where the young person, parent/carer, staff of school, governors 

and/or disabled members of the public who use school premises/facilities outside of core 

school hours could be seen as being at a “substantial disadvantage” as compared to 

their non-disabled peers.  This doesn’t mean that where this reasonable adjustment is 

considered and felt to be appropriate, that no action should be taken to resolve the 

situation. 

 

If you have any questions/concerns concerning the application of the Act in relation to 

this policy/procedure you must always refer the matter to the Principal. 

 

 

 

 

For Reference: 
 

 ‘Reasonable Adjustments for Disabled Pupils’ guidance to school issued by Equalities and 

Human Rights Commission dated September 2012.  www.equalityhumanrights.com  

  

‘Advice for School Leaders, School Staff, Governing Bodies and Local Authorities’ issued 

by the Department for Education 23rd October 2012. www.education.gov.uk  
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 Hob Moor Oaks and Hob Moor Community Primary School Positive Behaviour Policy 

 

Rationale 

At Hob Moor Federation we have a strong restorative ethos.  Restorative Practice is an 

approach to developing community and managing conflict and tensions by building 

relationships and repairing harm. Through circle times, assemblies and day to day routines, 

all members of staff aim to promote positive relationships between the children, and 

encourage understanding and empathy.   

We believe that the best approach for the children of Hob Moor is to learn social 

responsibility, develop good relationships and to maintain them.  Whenever a child has 

behaved inappropriately, we try to avoid asking the wrong doer ‘why’ they did what they 

did but we ask them to consider what happened, who has been harmed, how all 

involved may be feeling as a result and how the situation can be resolved.  We want the 

children to realise that their behaviour affects others and that they must learn to be 

considerate and respectful individuals.   

We use the language of ‘Wow’ and ‘Everyday behaviours’ but equally we are consistent 

in our high expectations that children with our care guidance and support can make 

mistakes but then work hard to rectify any damage their actions, words or consequences 

have caused. We are passionate in having a whole school approach to behaviour that is 

consistent. 

 

Regardless of their age, each child is recognised as an individual, and taught important 

life skills to be able to fit into the school community and reach their potential. 

 

In Hob Moor Primary our behaviour chart is a feature within every classroom, and is 

referred to throughout the school day. It is the lynchpin in ensuring we have a calm and 

safe school environment, but it also allows children to take responsibility for their own 

choices and actions (Appendix 1). 

 

In Hob Moor Oaks children with significant (and often challenging) emotional and social 

needs are supported through the use of individual motivators to reinforce positive 

behaviours and choices. We use ‘working towards…’ and ‘first, then…’ reward systems. In 

some classes pupils will work towards choosing time as a way to support positive choice 

and appropriate social interaction. Each child in Hob Moor Oaks has a very individual 

approach to developing positive, socially appropriate behaviours as need is very complex 

and varied. A large part of the curriculum focus for Oaks is based around developing 

positive behaviours for learning. 

 

Links to other Policies: 

Exclusion 

Bullying 

Positive Handling and RPI 

Staff Code of Conduct 

 

 

Principles for the effective promotion and management of good behaviour in school 

 

 Children need encouragement, approval and kind words in order for everyday 

behaviours to be reinforced 
 

 Staff will focus on praising children making the right choices, as opposed to 

catching them breaking school rules. We catch them being good, displaying 

everyday behaviour! This may be done verbally or visually depending on 

communication need. 



 

 Staff will use an appropriate tone and volume with children and not lose their 

temper – they control situations assertively and calmly, allowing the children to 

choose to follow the school rules and make the right choices. Pupils are 

encouraged to take personal responsibility for their behaviours and the outcomes 

of the choices which they make. 
 

 Clear consequences are in place in primary, with various stages, for any children 

who don’t choose to follow the school rules 
 

 There is an ethos that makes everyone in the school community feel valued 

and respected 
 

 We will promote everyday behaviour by forging sound working relationships 

with everyone involved with the school and adults in the schools having respect 

for children and other adults 
 

 Expectations will be communicated clearly and school rules and boundaries 

will be applied consistently and clearly 
 

 The achievement of children and prevention of all forms of bullying among 

children will be a high priority 
 

 The expected code of behaviour will be displayed widely around schools and 

communicated to parents/carers via the school’s website  

 

 Some children will have more siginificant and complex social, emotional and 

mental health needs (SEMH) and for these children alternative strategies and 

approaches may be needed. These children will have an Individual Behaviour 

Plan which staff will know and follow and which support the team to meet the 

child’s needs in the most appropriate way. These will be reviewed termly and 

shared with parents and carers. 
 

 Procedures for whocle school behaviour management and sanctions as set out 

below  

 

 

Everyday behaviour in school includes: 

 

 Trying hard to do their best 

 A can do attitude from a positive mind set even when facing difficulties, problems 

and challenges 

 Being kind and speaking politely to everyone in the school community 

 Respecting other people, their possessions and school property. 

 Being helpful 

 Asking for help or telling an adult if they are unhappy 

 Accepting responsibility for the things they do 

Unacceptable Behaviour in school includes: 

 Lack of respect 

 Disrupting the learning of others or themselves 

 Deliberate disobedience 

 Violence towards staff and other children 

 Threatening behaviour including bullying 

 Discrimination 

 Deliberate vandalism of school property 

 Bullying-that which is deliberate and persistent and may take any form 



 

In the most extreme circumstances (in which a child is putting themselves or others in 

danger or is causing a significant disturbance to the learning of other children), removal 

from the classroom may be necessary. If a child’s poor behaviour continues to escalate, 

or the seriousness of an incident is deemed to warrant such a decision, then the Executive 

Headteacher or Head of School may make the decision to issue a fixed term exclusion 

from school for a certain number of half days. In all cases of exclusion, be it from the 

classroom or school, children will be required to complete any work which they have 

missed as a result of not being with the rest of their class. Any decisions made by the 

school to issue a fixed term exclusion may be appealed against. A detailed letter 

informing parents/carers of their rights is issued following such action. This is in accordance 

with the Exclusion Policy. 

Pupils with significant SEMH needs should have a full review of their personal IBP (multi-

agency) if an exclusion has been deemed necessary. 

 

 

Monitoring and evaluation 

 

This policy will be reviewed annually and approved by the governors . 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 1  

 

 

Behaviour chart in every classroom in Hob Moor Primary 


